Central Coast Student Voice Alliance Logo Competition

Central Coast Student Voice Alliance are looking for a new logo to represent YOU!

If you’re a keen design student, graphic artist or enjoy drawing create a logo to represent the CCSVA!

The logo must:
- Include CCSVA
- Incorporate the idea of unity (alliance)
- Be appropriate
- Be simple and effective
- Size - 6cm x 6cm

“We give a VOICE to YOU!”

The closing date for entry is Friday the 30th of October (end of week 4). Student leaders and ambassadors will judge the winning entry. The winner will receive a gift voucher and their logo will be submitted for the final judging at the next Student Voice Alliance Conference in November. See Miss Morgan for more details.

Present entry as a hard copy to the school office with the following attached.

Central Coast Student Voice Alliance Logo Competition

Student name: _____________________________________

Year group: _________ Roll call: _________

Attach logo entry to this page